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Abstract—Source tensor projections are developed for
the magneto-elastic coupled problems when magnetostriction
induced force and magnetic force are considered. Comparisons
with classical force density projection are first performed on a
simple example. Then it is investigated on an application of a
multi-layer transformer core with the consideration of material
anisotropy and multi-layer inhomogeneity.
Index Terms—Finite element method, Source tensor projection,
Magnetostriction, Magnetic force, Magneto-elastic problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Magneto-elastic coupled problem is usually solved by
dividing it into two sub-problems: magnetic part and mechanic
part [1], [2]. The magnetic resolution gives the distribution
of magnetic field, leading to the computation of magnetic
force and magnetostriction induced force. These forces are
used as loadings of mechanical resolution, leading to structure
deformations and vibrations. Each sub-problem can be solved
on its own mesh with adapted support and optimized
discretization. Such a modeling process requires the data
projection from one mesh to another, making mesh-to-mesh
date transfer crucial in these high accuracy multi-physics
modelings.
Mesh-to-mesh projection can be performed through an
explicit interpolation or Galerkin method [3], [4]. The
latter has the advantage of great overall precision, and
has already been applied in various domains such as fluid
mechanics [5], thermo-mechanic [6] and magnetothermic [7].
For magneto-elastic coupled problems, Galerkin projections
can be carried out at different stages. Parent et al. [7]
show the possibility of projecting magnetic field, magnetic
vector potential and force density. Wang et al. compare the
magnetic field projection in different spaces [8], and propose
energetic Galerkin projection [9] to minimize the errors of
magnetic energy while projecting magnetic field. Journeaux
et al. [10] demonstrate that, for a magneto-elastic coupled
modeling chain, projection of magnetic force density offers
better accuracy than projection of magnetic field.
However, for most of mechanical computation softwares,
only source tensor (strain/stress) and force density are
considered as source term. Projections of magnetic field or
magnetic potential will be hard to achieve. Moreover, data
transfer of magnetostriction induced force and deformation
have never been studied in the literature. To tackle these
issues, source tensor projection is developed for both magnetic
force and magnetostriction induced force. They are then
compared with classical force density projection on an
isotropic ferromagnetic piece. Application on a laminated
transformer core with material anisotropy and nonlinearity is
finally achieved.

II. P ROJECTION T HEORETICAL C ONSIDERATIONS
Let us consider D ⊂ R2 the studied domain. L2 (D) is
a space of square integrable vectorial or tensorial functions,
depending on the context. Two function spaces are defined:
V1 ∈ L2 (D) in the source mesh; V2 ∈ L2 (D) in the target
mesh. The aim of the mesh-to-mesh projection is to find the
fields in target mesh ut ∈ V2 , which possess the minimum
errors compared to the fields in source mesh us ∈ V1 .
By defining a test function in the target space u0 ∈ V2 ,
Galerkin method gives the formulation to solve ut in weak
form. Equation (1) and (2) are adapted respectively to vectorial
field and tensorial field (2nd -order).
Z
Z
us · u0 dτ =
ut · u0 dτ
(1)
D

Z

D

us : u0 dτ =

Z

D

ut : u0 dτ

(2)

D

In discrete domain, us and ut are usually defined as (3)
us =

Ns
X

usi ωis

and

ut =

i=1

Nt
X

uti ωit

(3)

i=1

Source tensors and nodal forces are associated respectively to
each element and node. Ns and Nt are the number of elements
or nodes in 2D case. usi and uti are the degrees of freedom
associate with the ith node or element. ωis and ωit are the shape
functions on ith node or element. By applying the classical
Ritz-Galerkin method, the test function u0 is naturally chosen
to be the same as the shape function in the target mesh u0 =
t
{ωit }N
i=1 . This leads to a linear system as follows:
[A][U s ] = [B][U t ]

(4)

where [U s ] and [U t ] are vectors of degrees of freedom in
source and target meshes. [A]Nt ×Ns and [B]Nt ×Nt are two
matrices with their elements defined in (5).
Z
Z
t s
Ai,j =
ωi ωj dτ and Bi,j =
ωit ωjt dτ
(5)
D

D

III. M ODELING CHAIN OF M AGNETO - ELASTIC PROBLEM
A. Formulation of magnetic induced deformation
This weakly coupled magneto-elastic problem is solved
using a sequential approach: magnetic resolution is followed
by mechanical resolution. Studied domains of magnetic
resolution is noted as Dmag , including air and iron areas.
Dmec is defined as a subdomain of Dmag (Dmec ⊂ Dmag ),
containing only the iron part, dedicated to the mechanical
resolution.
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Magne&c Resolu&on
( , )

A simplified multi-scale model (SMSM) [11], [12] is
involved, based on energetic description of the fictitious
equivalent single crystal randomly oriented. Local
~ α are
magnetostriction strain α
µ and magnetization M
considered a function of orientation. The local potential
energy of domain α consists of magnetic, elastic, anisotropy
and surface energy. This leads to the volume fractions f α
of domain α, using a Boltzmann type relation. Macroscopic
behavior is obtained as an average of local behavior:
X
X
~ =
~ α and µ =
M
fα M
f α α
(6)
µ
α

Magnetostric&on strain
( )

Maxwell Tensor
( )

Source Tensor Projec&on
(
)

Source Tensor Projec&on
(
)

Magnetostric&on strain
( )

Maxwell Tensor
( )

Magnetostric&on Nodal Force
( )

Magne&c Nodal Force
( )

Magnetostric&on Force Density
( )

Magne&c Force Density
( )

α

Static magnetic resolution is carried out based on scalar
~
potential formulation. Distributions of magnetic field H,
~
induction B and free magnetostriction strain µ are obtained.
This leads to the computation of magnetic induced source
tensors, and then relating forces.
Magnetic induced deformations are generated by two
sources: magnetostriction induced forces and magnetic forces.
These forces are computed from their source tensors in
weak form, leading to nodal forces. Nodal force is a
fictive force, numerically concentrated on the nodes. The
magnetostriction induced nodal force F~µ is obtained from the
free magnetostriction strain µ as source tensor [12], with C
the stiffness tensor of the medium.
Z
(grads (~ui ) : C : µ ) dτ
(7)
Fµu,i =
Dmec

With ~ui the vectorial test function of the node i, and Fµu,i
the nodal equivalent force of the node i in the direction of ~v .
The magnetic nodal force F~m is obtained from Maxwell stress
tensor T as source tensor using the same principal.
Z
u,i
Fm =
(grads (~ui ) : T ) dτ
(8)
Dmag

This Maxwell stress tensor is adapted to the possible nonlinear
and anisotropic material behaviors [13], defined as follows:


~ ⊗B
~ +B
~ ⊗H
~
~ −1 H
(9)
T = ϕ(H)δ
2
~ is the magnetic coenergy. δ is the unit matrix.
where ϕ(H)
Once the nodal forces are computed, a classic linear elastic
problem is ready to be solved [12].

[K] + 2jβω n [K] − (ω n )2 [M ] [U ] = [F ]
(10)
where [M ] and [K] are respectively the mass matrix and
stiffness matrix. ω and β stand for angular speed (rad/s) and
damping coefficient. As we intend to study the best projection
method for forces with different natures, [F ] stands for either
array of magnetic nodal force or magnetostriction induced
nodal force. [U ] is the array of degrees of freedom of the
displacement field. From (10) the static elastic problem may
be considered by setting ω = 0.

Displacement Field
Displacement Field
( )
( )
Fig. 1. Strategy of source tensor projection
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Fig. 2. Strategy of force density projection
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contain more information than their associated nodal force
vector. For sequential modeling chain, data projections can
be carried out at source tensor stage. Given sµ , T s , ∈ V1 , find
tµ , T t ∈ V2 , such that:
Z
Z
s
0
µ : µ dτ =
tµ : µ 0 dτ, ∀µ 0 ∈ V2 . (11)
Dmec

Z
Dmag

Dmec

T s : T 0 dτ =

Z

T t : T 0 dτ,

∀T 0 ∈ V2 .

(12)

Dmag

Projections of free magnetostriction strain tensor and Maxwell
tensor are carried out using the same formulation mentioned
in (2). As Maxwell tensor is non-null in the air, the integration
domain for (12) is carried out in Dmag . This is different from
the free magnetostriction strain, which exists only in the iron
part. Force densities are then computed in the target mesh.
The main procedure is summarised in Fig.1.

B. Source Tensor Projection
Both magnetic force and magnetostriction induced force are
deduced form their source tensors: free magnetostriction strain
and Maxwell tensor. It is believed that these source tensors

C. Force density Projection
Source tensor is not always available, because magnetic
forces are often computed through virtual power principle

CEFC 2016 DIGEST
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where [F ] and [f ] are respectively the array of nodal force
and the degrees of freedom of the force density. Projection of
force density is then carried out using formulation (1). Given
f~s ∈ V1 , find f~t ∈ V2 , such that:
Z
Z
f~s · f~0 dτ =
f~t · f~0 dτ, ∀f~0 ∈ V2 .
(14)
Dmec

IV. A PPLICATION AND RESULTS
A. Example 1: isotropic case
The proposed projection formulations are applied in an
academic example, in order to compare source tensor
projection and force density projection. A ferromagnetic ring
made of FeSi is plunged in the magnetic field. Magnetic
potential φ is set to different values on left and right borders,
forming an horizontal magnetic field in computation domain
~ = −grad(φ)). Fig.3 gives the distribution of the magnetic
(H
force density and magnetostriction equivalent force density
computed on a reference well refined mesh. Source tensors and
force densities are then computed in source mesh and projected
to the target mesh, leading to static mechanical resolution. The
fields of displacement due to magnetostriction and magnetic
force are finally obtained.
Two meshes are considered: a well refined mesh M1 (144 K
elements) and a relatively coarser mesh M2 (36 K elements).
M1 and M2 are used respectively as source mesh and target
mesh. In order to eliminate the influence of mesh sensitivity,
tests are carried out using the same mesh (M1 or M2) without
data projection. Similar magnetic and mechanical field are
observed on the two meshes.
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(VPP) [14]. This forms nodal force directly from magnetic
energy. Projections of force density in magneto-elastic coupled
problems are also carried out as comparison. Nodal forces are
computed in the source mesh for both magnetostriction and
magnetic force. As nodal forces are concentrated only at the
nodes, this is first transformed into a field of force density
before projection. Force density is obtained by dividing the
nodal force by its associated surface of each node, leading to
a linear system (13).
Z
[S][f ] = [F ] with Si,j =
ωis ωjs dτ
(13)
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Fig. 4. Displacements due to magnetostriction in direction X (left) and Y
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Fig. 5. Displacements due to magnetic force in direction X (left) and Y
(right).

Displacements of the outer border on the right side of
the FeSi ring are shown in Fig.4-5. Fig.4 and Fig.5 are
dedicated respectively to magnetostriction and magnetic force
induced displacement. Comparisons are made between three
different approaches: the same well refined mesh M1 without
projections as reference, a coarser mesh M2 for the mechanical
resolution with the source tensor projection, as well as
the classical force density projection. For magnetostriction
induced displacement, source tensor projection shows great
efficiency over force density projection. For displacements
due to magnetic forces, source tensor projection gives slightly
better projection results.
The efficiency of the source tensor projection is different
for forces of different physical natures. This can possibly be
explained as follows: Free magnetostriction strain exists only
in the ferromagnetic material, and is null in the air. However,
Maxwell tensor exists both in the air and ferromagnetic
material. Magnetic force mainly depends on the discontinuity
of the Maxwell tensor on the air-iron interface. This makes
magnetic force extremely sensitive to the change of mesh (data
projection), which modifies the discontinuity on the interface.
B. Example 2: anisotropic case
In order to verify the efficiency of the source tensor
projection, another example is proposed: multi-layer ’E-I’
power transformer core. This core is made of grain-oriented
FeSi with strong magnetic and magnetostrictive anisotropy.
By modifying the parameters of domain energy, SMSM is
able to represent the nonlinear and anisotropic magnetic
magnetostrictive behavior. E-shaped and I-shaped sheets are
cut along the rolling direction of the lamination, and assembled
alternatively from layer to layer, as shown in Fig. 6. Rolling
direction of the lamination is indicated by white arrows.
The homogenization technique developed in [12] is applied,
leading to 2D modeling of the 3D structure. In this case,
magnetic force is negligible because there is no air-gap. The
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Fig. 6. Multi-layer transformer core structure (left) and measure point (right).
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and dynamic magneto-elastic problems. For magnetic force,
overall better results are observed using source tensor
projection. Different efficiencies of source tensor projection
for forces of different physical natures are explained.
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efficiency of source tensor projection is only verified for
magnetostriction.
Sinusoidal current excitation is set in central limb of
the power transformer. By using time step approach, a
set of static magnetic problems is solved at different
excitation currents. Free magnetostriction strain tensor or
magnetostriction induced force are then projected to the target
mesh for dynamic mechanical resolution. Dynamic mechanical
resolution is carried out in frequency domain, leading to
displacement fields of all the harmonics. Displacements at
three representative locations (Fig. 6) are shown as functions
of time (Fig.7-8).
Excitation current is set in the center coil to 400Hz and
200At. By imposing the boundary condition, a fixed point is
set as reference in the center of the transformer, as shown in
Fig. 6. P1, P2 and P3 are selected as point of measurement.
The same comparison procedure as in previous example is
applied with M1 (56 K elements) and M2 (14 K elements).
Displacements in directions X and Y of the point P1, P2 and
P3 are shown in Fig.7-8. This numerical example shows better
performance of source tensor projection over force density
projection in case of magnetostriction induced displacement.
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